PIG Carpet Protection Runner
with Adhesive Backing
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How do I clean the PIG Carpet Protection Runner?
A: We recommend vacuuming the runner daily. To deep
clean and remove stains, use a carpet extractor on top
of the runner.
Q: Can I use the runner on stairs?
A: No. The runner is not intended to be used on stairs.
Q: How can I tell when the runner needs changing?
A: A
 s long as your carpet runner shows no sign of obvious
wear and maintains a good bond with the base
carpet, you can leave it in place for 3–6 months. We
recommend inspecting the runner periodically for any
signs of excessive wear and to make sure the edges are
maintaining a good bond. If the corners have lost some
adhesion, you can trim the runner or replace it.
Q: Will the runner discolor or damage my carpet?
A: No, the runner itself won’t discolor the carpet. However,
since the runner protects the surface underneath, the
surrounding carpet may appear soiled, develop wear
patterns from foot traffic or fade from exposure to
UV light.
Q: What types of surfaces does the Carpet Protection
Runner work on?
A: The Carpet Protection Runner is designed to work on
most common commercial carpets. We don’t recommend
using the runner on hard floors or residential carpets.
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Q: Do I need to prepare my carpet before I install the
Carpet Protection Runner?
A: Yes. For best results, your carpet should be clean and
dry. Vacuum thoroughly to remove dirt and debris.
Remove oily stains with a commercial carpet extractor.
Q: Will the Carpet Protection Runner stick to severely
worn or stained carpet?
A: Yes, the runner will adhere to most commercial carpets
regardless of stains or wear. However, we recommend
deep cleaning them with a commercial carpet extractor
to remove oily stains before installing. This will ensure
proper adhesion and better performance.
Q: If my carpet feels tacky after I pull up the runner, how
do I remove it?
A: All adhesive-backed mats have the potential to leave
residue. After you pull up the runner, clean the carpet
with a commercial floor extractor to remove any
tackiness that may have been left behind. Allow carpet
to dry thoroughly before reinstalling.
Q: D
 oes the Carpet Protection Runner affect my
ADA requirements?
A: No. The runner complies with ADA requirements because
it's low profile, provides traction and stays in place.
Q: Can I use the Carpet Protection Runner outdoors?
A: No. The runner is intended for indoor use only.
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